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Story
Magical, fairy-tale like adventures

• Re-illustrated by the famous and successful illustrator of the Kosmos-series Sternenschweif
• Popular topics: unicorns and friendship
• Ideal for girls 7+ who are beginning to read independently, also suitable to read aloud to younger children

Jana immediately senses that there is something special about Silverwind. He is a unicorn. But only Jana
can see the silver horn on his snow-white forehead, and only she can talk to him. Together with their friend
Jörgo, Jana and Silverwind go on many wonderful adventures.

What happens in Vol. 9:
In Jana's class is a new and strange girl, Merian. She's is shy and is alarmed when somebody's talking
about horses. Merian even seems to try to steal Silverwind! Jana tries everything to find them - and even
gets to know Merian's secret.

Sandra Grimm
Sandra Grimm was born in 1974 in Northern Germany. Already as a child she loved to invent stories and
owned a real washcloth dog that she took everywhere. Today she works at a small company where she still
invents her stories and writes about that dog and many other little animal friends.

Sandra Grimm

Silverwind - Magical
Transformation (Vol. 9)
Silberwind, das weiße Einhorn, Volume 9
durchgehend farbig illustriert von Carolin Ina Schröter

7+ years, 2nd edition 19/06/2019
96 Pages, 16.0 x 21.5 cm
ISBN 978-3-7432-0059-3
Hardcover

7.95 € (D)
incl. VAT, shipping extra
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More titles in this series

Silverwind - Adventures in
the Enchanted Forest (Vol. 5

& 6)

Silverwind - The Mystery of
the Magical Horses (Vol. 3 &

4)

Silverwind - Magic of
Friendship (Vol. 1& 2)

Silverwind - Enchanted
Mirror (Vol. 1)

Silverwind - Magical Fire
Mountain (Vol. 2)

Silverwind - Four Wild
Horses (Vol. 3)
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Silverwind - Stormcloud’s
Secret (Vol. 4)

Silverwind - Enchanted Ice
Princess (Vol. 5)

Silverwind - Secret
Enchanted Castle (Vol. 6)
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